Mary Kay Ash often said a woman who joins our company is often like a “tight little rose bud,” waiting for encouragement and a nurturing environment in which to develop her strengths and confidence! It’s a joy to see a woman “open up” and believe in her God-given gifts, and accomplish things she never thought she could do.

The rose has many symbols I’d like to tell you about.

The **stem** is for the SUPPORT of your sister consultants, director and our wonderful company!

The **green leaves** represent the MONEY you can earn in your Mary Kay business!

The **thorns** represent the GROWTH POINTS and OBSTACLES you will learn to overcome!

The **PINK** color represents the ultimate symbol of success in our company—-the beautiful PINK CADILLAC!

The **FRAGRANCE** represents the SWEET SMELL OF SUCCESS!!

So........HERE’S TO YOUR SUCCESS!!!